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Submission to the Select Committee Inquiry into Local Government  

Terms of Reference: 

a) Whether the Local Government Act 1995 and related legislation is generally suitable 

in its scope, construction and application; 

b) The scope of activities of Local Government; 

c) The role of the Department of State administering the Local Government Act 1995 

and related legislation; 

d) The role of Elected Members and Chief Executive Officers/ employees and whether 

these are clearly defined, delineated, understood and accepted; 

e) The funding and financial management of Local Governments; and 

f) Any other related matters the Select Committee identifies as worthy of examination 

and Report 

Private submission by: 

Mr Andrus Budrikis 

Local Government experience: 

Current position: Executive Manager Strategic Development, Shire of Plantagenet.  

Previous: 

Executive Manager Property & Assets, Shire of Katanning 2016 to 2019; 

Elected Member, Shire of Plantagenet 2007 to 2015 

 

1. Depreciation as a tool for measuring the financial health of Local Government 

 

In my opinion depreciation is applied to capital value in Local Government for no 

discernible benefit. The use of depreciation as a financial tool is misguided. It also 

contributes to the inability of elected members, and officers, to understand Local 

Government budgets and financial reporting. The reasons for this are: 

i. Capital depreciation is a financial tool to spread the tax deduction benefit of an 

investment over a longer period so the investor does not gain a 100% deduction in 

the year of investment. This recognises that investments hold value and can be on 

sold to regain that value; 

ii. To apply this to Local Government is erroneous as: 

a. Local Government’s do not pay tax; 

b. Local Government’s  do not generally on sell capital investments such as 

libraries, swimming pools, administration buildings or roads but rather uses 

them for the useful life of the investment; 

iii. Arguments that Local Government should offset capital depreciation with cash 

reserves to ensure the asset is ‘’sustainable’’ do not reflect reality. Neither the State 

Government nor Federal Government, practices this for investments in capital items 

such as schools, hospitals, and defence facilities. Rather the State and Federal 
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Governments raise taxes and create budgets on a competitive basis funding new 

projects as old ones date or deteriorate beyond being useable. Maintenance budgets 

rarely provide for on-going renewal beyond what might be determined the natural life 

of an asset; 

iv. A method of asset management that Waverly Council NSW developed recognises 

that asset management is about agreed levels of service provision. Waverly Council 

adopted this approach after utilising the depreciation method for a number of 

previous Asset Management Plans and finding it widely over-estimated the cost of 

maintaining assets. This method has been recognised as best practice by the 

Federal Government; 

v. For instance Local Governments largest asset are the roads they own. Roads are 

maintained at a level as either agreed or affordable. The monitoring of service levels 

is far more important than applying depreciation to a road asset that may well never 

disappear if maintained to an appropriate level.  

vi. Grant funding is a very significant contributor to road construction and condition 

maintenance through asset replacement; 

vii. Most capital investment in Local Government was, and is, grant funded and will, in 

my opinion, remain so for the foreseeable future. This somewhat mirrors State and 

Federal capital funding practices. 

 

 

2. The CEO, Council and governance 

 

My experience in the Local Government sector has indicated dysfunctional 

governance seems to be the norm rather than the exception. Issues include: 

 Elected members do not understand their governance role; 

 The Council President  believes their role is to manage the Local 

Government; 

 A CEO is not able to function properly as a CEO due to pressure applied by a 

Council President; 

 A Council President applies undue pressure to other elected members so 

they conform; 

 A Council President convenes ‘’planning sessions’’ outside of business hours 

without the CEO having any knowledge of the sessions, discussions or 

outcomes; 

 Integrated Planning is seen as a bureaucratic legislative requirement and 

does not have the buy in from all stakeholders; 

 Rogue CEOs can literally defraud Council by mismanaging funds and even 

embezzling monies (see item 1 above). It is not hard for rogue CEOs or 

Financial Managers to hide money in Local Government budgets; and 

 All this is subject to change at every election (2 years). 

The Local Government sector is not a stable sector for professionals to work in. I 

would strongly recommend that the Committee reviews the employment relationship 

of the CEO to Council. I would suggest that Local Government would be better 

served if Local Government CEOs were appointed by the State, reported to the State 

and could only be replaced by the State all through due process. 
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The role of the CEO would remain as per the Local Government Act 1995. 

Council would remain an elected member representative committee. The main role of 

Council would be to approve integrated planning instruments for the CEO to 

implement, and adopt the Local Government annual budget. 

I believe this would integrate Local Government more closely with the State and 

should improve the professional status of the CEO, and thus Local Government. 

3. Local Government procurement and the legislated role of the Western 

Australian Local Government Association (WALGA) 

I do not believe the Local Government (LG) sector is in fact provided with the best 

support for procurement through WALGA. My experience is at a regional level and 

this might only apply at this level.  

WALGA have created a panel based system that seeks to improve the purchasing 

standards for LG. I believe it in fact hinders the development of robust purchasing 

practices at the LG level. Some of the problems with this system are: 

i. The WALGA procurement panel system  is supported under legislation so no 

other support system is being developed; 

ii. The panel membership requirements require considerable compliance so 

smaller businesses do not register; 

iii. Many, if not most, regional businesses do not register; 

iv. Many businesses sectors do not support the fee basis that WALGA charges 

them and do not register; 

v. WALGA claims that asking for a quote from a single panel member is 

adequate for good purchasing practice (because they have a panel contract) 

BUT also indicate that the LG purchasing policy must be adhered to (as per 

legislation). This sends out an ambiguous message of what proper 

purchasing practice should be; 

vi. The WALGA system does not encourage LGs to actually develop better 

purchasing skills and practices. By deferring to utilising the WALGA platform 

LG can claim they have followed ‘’best practice’’ and achieved the ‘’best 

value’’ for the LG. This I believe is lazy and damaging to regional local 

government development. It is not supportive of local/ regional businesses. It 

also does not test the local market and provide any guidance on whether the 

selected contractor/ supplier is in fact the best value for money; 

vii. WALGA does not permit a hybrid use of the WALGA procurement platform 

where quotes could be sought through the WALGA platform AND advertised 

locally or regionally separately for additional quotes to be submitted outside 

the WALGA platform. If this was permissible this would allow purchasing 

officers to not only obtain local quotes but obtain a range of quotes through 

the WALGA panel and compare submissions for ‘’best value’’. I suspect 

WALGA does not permit this as they are operating on a fee basis where 

WALGA charges companies to be registered on their platform, takes a 

success fee I believe, and does not charge Local Government. I see a parallel 
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to the financial industry here and do not believe it is in fact creating the best 

procurement outcome for Local Government. 

In short I believe that the WALGA purchasing platform working under the 

legislative umbrella is anti-competitive and not the best purchasing support for 

regional LGAs. This legislative protection should be removed. 




